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Abstract – The Imaging Services module of the Mars
Exploration Rovers’ on-board flight software is responsi-
ble for providing image data to the rest of the system. It
acquires images from a suite of cameras, performs on-
board image processing, labels the results with metadata,
and delivers the final products to a diverse set of con-
sumers, both on board and on the ground. The demands
for flexibility and speed led to a design involving multi-
ple tasks and a large set of parameters controlling the
acquisition of the images, the on-board processing, and
the method of product delivery.
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1 Introduction
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory sent two space-

craft to Mars in 2003 as part of the Mars Exploration
Rover project. The two robotic vehicles, named Spirit
and Opportunity, reached the Red Planet in January
2004. Designed to spend approximately three months
exploring the geology of the planet, they have contin-
ued to operate for over a year at the time of this writing.

Images taken by the rovers are vital to the mission.
They were used by the on-board software to help guide
the final stages of entry, descent, and landing. They
are used by engineers to determine the rovers’ state of
health and whether or not critical operations1 were per-
formed correctly. They are used by scientists to select
targets worthy of investigation, and by operators and
planners to evaluate the safety of proposed pathways.
They are used by on-board software for obstacle detec-
tion2 while driving, and to recover the motion of the
vehicle3 and its final orientation4. They form an impor-

1Especially the results of landing, cable cutting, mast deploy-
ment, airbag retraction, standup, and egress operations performed
during the first days on the planetary surface

2Using stereo vision
3Using visual odometry[1]
4By finding the direction to the sun

tant part of the science data. And they appear promi-
nently in newspapers, television reports, and web pages.

The on-board Imaging Services software is responsi-
ble for the acquisition and delivery of all of these images.
Its form was driven by a combination of hardware con-
straints, performance requirements, and end-user needs.
The resulting software, written in C, took over two years
to produce and comprised over 25,000 lines. In this
paper we will review what drove the design, the end
product itself, and other activities that were critical for
success.

2 Camera Hardware and Elec-
tronics

The cameras and interfaces were designed and built
at JPL [2]. Each system has 10 cameras, 1 on the lander
and 9 on the rover:

• DIMES5 imager, mounted on the lander, used dur-
ing Entry, Descent, and Landing (EDL)

• Pancam pair, narrow field of view (16◦), mounted
on the Pancam Mast Assembly6 (PMA), used
mainly for science

• Navcam pair, medium field of view (45◦), also
mounted on the PMA, used for navigation and en-
gineering

• Microscopic Imager (MI), mounted on Instrument
Deployment Device (IDD, a robotic arm), used for
science

• Front Hazcam pair, wide field of view (125◦),
mounted on the front of the rover body, used for
IDD placement and hazard detection while driving

• Rear Hazcam pair, a second pair of hazard-
detection cameras on the back

5Descent Image Motion Estimation System
6A one-meter mast with an active pan/tilt head, holding four

cameras and the Mini-TES, a thermal-emission spectrometer
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While they have different lenses, the cameras are
otherwise identical.7 Full images contain 1024x1024
monochrome pixels of 12 bits each. The interface to the
flight computer supports not only acquiring these full-
sized images with programmable exposure times, but
options for acquiring less than full images. There are
controls to alter the analog and digital characteristics
of the camera’s performance, and to generate test im-
ages.

The cameras may be identical, but their uses are not.
The Hazcams are the simplest, mounted at fixed loca-
tions on the rover body. The Pancams and Navcams
are mounted on top of the PMA, and are pointed by
controlling the mast’s pan and tilt. The Pancams sit
behind actuated filter wheels. The Microscopic Imager
is on a turret at the end of the IDD, and is positioned
through arm motion. Its lens has a translucent dust
cover that can be opened and closed. The DIMES im-
ager, mounted on the lander, was usable only before
landing, and was later disconnected and left behind.

Camera Interface Electronics
Right interfaceLeft interface

VME Bus

RAD6000 CPU

Left cameras Right cameras

Serial Interfaces

Memory Buffer

MUX

Memory Buffer

MUX

Figure 1: Camera Interfaces

The relevant camera interfaces are shown in Fig. 1.
Half of the cameras are connected through a left in-
terface, and half through a right one. At most, only
a single left camera and a single right camera can be
selected for use at a time. The interface supports tak-
ing either a single image from a selected camera or a
synchronized left/right pair. While the interface is busy
with one camera or pair, no other cameras may be used,
or even powered on.

When a camera acquires an image, all of the image
data is sent over a serial interface where it is stored

7The sole exception is a detail in the electronics of the DIMES
imager affecting exposure gain; this is invisible to the software.

in one of the memory buffers shown on the camera-
interface electronics. The CPU, a 20MHz RAD6000
running the VxWorks real-time operating system, is
then responsible for reading the image data across a
VME bus into its own memory.

3 Software Architecture
3.1 Requirements

The fundamental requirement for the software was to
acquire usable images through the interfaces to the cam-
era hardware. Additionally the user community wanted
a large number of exposure and processing features,
which will be detailed in Section 4. There were other
desires as well:

• Offer a variety of processing options and data prod-
ucts both to reduce the demands for telemetry vol-
ume and to provide useful image data for on-board
clients.8

• Avoid delays. Since many images would be taken,
especially for panoramas, and since the interface
electronics represents a bottleneck, make sure to
keep the requests flowing through the hardware.

• As a corollary to the previous item, promptly start
the next image acquisition even in the face of
compute-intensive post-processing operations (such
as image compression) for prior images

• Support requests from multiple clients at all times.

• Schedule the more time-critical requests before
those that are less time-critical.

• As a special case of the above, be capable of deliv-
ering descent images rapidly enough to support a
safe landing.

• Command the requested movements of the PMA
and Pancam filter wheels.

• Coordinate with other subsystems for the PMA,
which is a shared resource.

• Coordinate ground and on-board control of imag-
ing.

3.2 Design

The resulting design contained three tasks, as shown
in Fig. 2. The Imaging Services task receives all imaging
requests, and is responsible for the overall scheduling of
image acquisition and coordination with other subsys-
tems. The Camera Control and Post Processing tasks
deal with the actual image production, and will be dis-
cussed in detail in Section 4.

8Throughout this paper, the term “client” will be used to refer
to other on-board software modules that request images.
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Figure 2: Software Tasks

Image requests are held in the Imaging Services task
until ready for processing. They then pass to the Cam-
era Control task for the acquisition of the image data.
After that they pass back through the Imaging Ser-
vices task to the Post Processing task for all time-
consuming image manipulations, product production,
and dispatching into telemetry.

3.3 Resources

The system handles multiple image requests in paral-
lel, allowing each to be in a different stage of processing.
All clients share a pool of image buffers in the CPU’s
memory. These buffers are used to hold the data re-
quired for individual requests. Request parameters, im-
age data, and other information are all stored there to-
gether. In effect, a buffer is an image request, or rather,
the current state of that request. As image requests are
serviced, buffers are passed through the system. Buffers
are allocated when needed. In special cases they are al-
located earlier and held to guarantee availability.

It is important to be aware of the existence of these
image buffers since they are a limited resource. If imag-

ing commands from the ground arrive when no more
buffers are available, those commands wait in a queue
for earlier requests to complete. All ground imaging
commands pass through this queue, maintained by the
Imaging Services task, before they are turned into nor-
mal requests as described below. Ground planners must
be aware of this issue when planning operations.

3.4 Making a request

When a client prepares to make a request, it starts by
setting request parameters to default values and placing
them into the image buffer. There are different default
parameter sets for different applications. These values
are controllable by ground command. The client has
the option to override these values as needed before for-
warding the buffer to the Imaging Services task.

3.5 Scheduling and Coordination

Each request is accompanied by a priority related to
the time criticality of fulfilling it. When the Imaging
Services task receives a request, it is placed into a queue
appropriate to that priority. Higher-priority requests
are serviced before lower-priority ones.

There are two queues for each priority level: one for
PMA-mounted cameras, and one for non-PMA cameras.
Using PMA-mounted cameras requires extra time. The
right to use the PMA must be negotiated with other
subsystems. The PMA may need to be repointed. The
Pancam filter wheel may need to be rotated.

If a non-PMA request arrives before these extra duties
are complete, then the new request will be serviced first.
As long as the cameras are ready for a new request and
some request is ready to go, that request will be sent
to the cameras. This means that more images can be
acquired in less time than would be possible if requests
were serviced in the order of arrival. But it also means
that it is not possible to predict with certainty the order
in which images for different cameras will be taken.

Acquiring images, discussed more in the next section,
can take many seconds. Once that is complete, the re-
quest is sent to the Post Processing task for all lengthy
follow-on operations, which frees up the Camera Con-
trol task to take more images. Imaging Services’ job is
to keep the Camera Control task as busy as possible.

4 Image Processing
4.1 Camera Control

A number of activities are performed in the process
of acquiring images.

Power. Cameras are usually powered off. Before tak-
ing an image, the required cameras are powered on. In
anticipation of repeated use of the same cameras, the
power is left on for a while. It is automatically turned
off to conserve energy if left unused for a programmable
period of time, or immediately if other cameras are se-
lected for use.
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Vehicle State. In parallel with acquisition, certain in-
formation is collected and recorded in the image buffer.
This information includes the time at which image ex-
posure commenced, rover position and orientation, tem-
peratures, and the states of the vehicle suspension, Pan-
cam filter wheels, MI cover, PMA, IDD, and High-Gain
Antenna (HGA). This collection has proven so useful
and unique in the telemetry that non-imaging ground
users often refer to it.

Manual Exposure. Exposure time is commanded in
5.1ms units. The duration can be specified either as an
exact number, or as a scaled value relative to the most
recently used and saved exposure time for any camera.

Auto Exposure. Commanding automatic exposure re-
sults in multiple images being acquired, ending when
a desired profile of intensities is obtained or a repeat
limit is reached. If subframing is being used (see next
section), then the intensity analysis is restricted to the
subframe, otherwise the entire image is used. The re-
sulting exposure time is remembered for later use by
the scaled manual exposure described in the previous
paragraph.

Hardware Binning. The camera can be commanded
to combine the pixel data from sets of 4 rows to cre-
ate lower-resolution images that contain one-fourth the
usual number of rows. Corresponding pixels in each of
the four rows are summed together. To prevent satu-
ration, the exposure time needs to be reduced to one-
fourth of normal, an adjustment that the software makes
automatically.

Hardware Windowing. When not using hardware bin-
ning, the camera can be commanded to send only a sub-
set of the 1024 image rows. During testing it was found
that using this feature caused image corruption inside
the camera. So hardware windowing is never used.

Shutter Subtraction. After the desired image is ac-
quired, a step can be commanded to reduce the effects
of dark current.9 An additional, zero-time exposure is
made, the results of which are subtracted pixel-by-pixel
from the image.

Pixel Scaling. While the native pixel data is repre-
sented as a 12-bit integer after digital sampling, the in-
terface electronics can be commanded to read in only
the high-order 8 bits. A more sophisticated version
of this pixel-scaling operation is available in the post-
processing steps described in the next section.

4.2 Post Processing

The balance of the processing consists of several steps:

• Early processing

• Early delivery to client

9The accumulation of charge in the CCDs not caused by inci-
dent light, but by electrons in the valence band acquiring enough
thermal energy to jump into the conduction band. The effect
increases with temperature.

• Late processing & telemetry generation

• Late delivery to client

4.2.1 Early processing

Rotation. Some of the cameras are purposely
mounted on their sides or upside down. To make the
orientation of all images consistent for all clients and
to reduce confusion to humans, the image is rotated as
needed to make it appear upright before being made
available for use by any client.

Camera Model Labelling. The image is then tagged
with a geometric model; see Section 5.

Bad-Pixel Correction. Sometimes, especially in radia-
tion-rich environments, CCDs fail such that single pixels
or entire columns are corrupted. Bad pixels usually have
values held artificially high or low. Once bad, these
values tend to stay bad and can be detected on the
ground. Correction is performed by replacing each bad
pixel with an average of some its neighbors. A variety
of neighbor patterns is available.

Flat-Field Correction. An intensity-correcting poly-
nomial function can be applied to counteract lens vi-
gnetting effects.

Sun Finding. An algorithm [3] can be applied to the
image to locate the sun’s 2D image location. The cam-
era model is used to compute the 3D vector to the sun
from the 2D location. This vector is used by the on-
board attitude-control software when determining the
orientation of the rover on the planet’s surface, which
enables accurate pointing of the HGA for communica-
tions with Earth.

4.2.2 Early delivery to client

At this point it is possible to exit from post processing
and return the image data to an on-board client. This
is the earliest point that an image is available to any ex-
ternal user. If this option is taken, it is up to the client
to decide if and when the rest of the post processing
should occur. This feature was used during EDL when
rapid image acquisition and DIMES processing was es-
sential; the bulk of post processing was performed later,
after first impact while the rover was still bouncing on
the planet’s surface. It is also used during driving to
inhibit the generation of data products for most of the
hazard-avoidance and visual-odometry images.

4.2.3 Late processing

A number of separate data products are produced:
thumbnails, row sums, column sums, histograms, nor-
mal images. Any subset of these may be selected for cre-
ation and transmission. Choosing the thumbnail, sum,
or histogram products rather than full images reduces
telemetry volume.

Thumbnail generation. Before any of the remaining
image filtering is performed, a reduced-resolution ver-
sion of the full image can be created. Such thumb-
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nail images take up less telemetry volume and are given
higher transmission priorities than normal image data.
Thumbnails provide operators on the ground with early
views of on-board images and their header data.

Subframing. All of the pixels outside a chosen rect-
angular subframe can be discarded, leaving a smaller
image. While normally selected manually in any im-
age, a subframe can also be constructed automatically
in sun-find images around the location where the sun is
detected.

Histogramming. A histogram can be created contain-
ing the counts of all possible pixel values found in the
image.

Row & Column Summing. The summations of the
pixel values for all of the rows or all of the columns can
be computed, which is useful for assessing the spatial
distribution of intensities without the need to transmit
a full image.

Reference Pixels. When an image is acquired, part
of the data from the camera comes from outside the
1024x1024 illuminated region. These reference pixels,
31 per row, provide a measure of the noise and digitizing
behavior of the camera, and can be packaged into a
separate data product for transmission.

Spatial Downsampling. In addition to any hardware
binning, the software may be commanded to downsam-
ple the image’s resolution. Available options for such
downsampling include mean, mean after rejecting one
outlier, and median.

Pixel Scaling. The image’s 12-bit pixels can be con-
verted to 8-bit. There are options to select any specified
contiguous 8 bits out of the 12, and one to select the 8
bits automatically based on the maximum value present.
There are also on-board lookup tables programmable by
ground command. Scaling can be applied to regular im-
ages and to thumbnails. When the early-return option
described above is exercised, it is possible to request
pixel scaling at that time rather than here.

Compression. Images can be compressed with a so-
phisticated algorithm [4] that is either lossy or lossless,
or with a faster lossless algorithm [5]. Compression is
used for virtually every image [6]. This includes the
main image as well as the thumbnails and reference pix-
els. Compression is time-consuming. If scheduling is a
problem, it may be delayed to a later time, at which
point explicit ground commands will be necessary to
invoke it.

4.2.4 Telemetry Generation

As they are produced, the generated products are
queued separately for transmission within the teleme-
try stream at requested priorities. Command param-
eters and the state data sampled earlier are packaged
along with each product.

4.2.5 Late delivery to client

The image in its final form is made available to the
on-board client. This is the end of processing for an
image request.

5 Geometric Camera Models and
Calibration

All images are labelled with geometric camera mod-
els shortly after acquisition. They describe the map-
ping from pixel space to the rover’s body-fixed coordi-
nate system10 shared by all subsystems. The models
are transformed as needed to account for any applica-
ble platform motion by the PMA or IDD. They are also
adjusted to reflect any subframing or spatial downsam-
pling.

Two model types are used. Most of the cameras use a
linear perspective-projection model that includes radial
distortion terms [7]. The Hazcams, which have fisheye
lenses, use a more general model [8]. The software also
supports a much simpler model with linear perspective-
projection but no radial distortion [9], [10], used only
to label idealized models generated from the on-board
stereo-vision software.

The advantage of consistent labeling and transform-
ing for pose is that the users do not need to check else-
where for geometrical image context. All information
needed to understand the image’s viewpoint in rover
coordinates is contained within the image. Since the
image header also includes the rover’s position and ori-
entation on the planet’s surface, it is even possible to
understand the image in the larger context.

The models were calibrated by taking images of visual
targets that were surveyed in rover coordinates. The
model parameters were determined with a least-squares
fit described in the references. Over the course of testing
and preparation for flight, over 80 such models were
created for the flight and test cameras.

6 Testing
6.1 Unit Testing

One byproduct of the design described above is the in-
dependence of the client from the producer. The Imag-
ing Services module neither knows nor cares about the
identity of the client. Any client can exercise any ser-
vice. This makes it easy to design special on-board unit-
test software to allow the developer to exercise the sys-
tem. Two such pieces of software were written. They
were used only on the ground and were not launched
with the spacecraft.

The first was informal software for experimenting
with the cameras early in development. Since net-
working with the flight computer was available in the
testbeds, an on-board HTTP server was written. A

10X forward, Y right, Z down
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browser addressing the system would see a web page
containing text boxes and radio buttons that could be
used to define a request. When the “submit” button
was pressed, the server would form a request, send it
to Imaging Services, wait for the resulting image, and
send it back to the web browser for display. This tool
was a great help in getting the details of interface con-
trol right, as well as in providing early feedback on the
performance of the cameras. A spartan version was in
use within days after development began, long before
a working ground system would enable viewing image
data in telemetry. This web interface continued to be
of service for a long time thereafter, evolving as the im-
plementation progressed.

More comprehensive unit-test software was written
later using the same basic technique. This software, as
an on-board client, exercised one functionality after an-
other, testing timing and validating results, all in a fully
automatic test suite that took about an hour to run.
When features were added, the unit test was upgraded
to check them. When defects were discovered, it was
upgraded to duplicate them, and later used to validate
that they had been corrected. When the flight software
was changed, it was run as a regression suite to check for
the introduction of new defects. While the unit test did
not cover all possible errors, it helped keep the number
of problems discovered in system testing and operations
to a minimum.

6.2 System Testing

Imaging was formally tested as part of the larger sys-
tem tests designed to validate the performance of the
entire integrated vehicle system. Detailed commands
were designed to exercise all of the system’s degrees of
freedom, including those of Imaging Services. Since it
was not possible to test all combinations of those de-
grees of freedom, several multi-day tests were also run
to rehearse likely operations scenarios.

7 Conclusions
The Imaging Services system is large and complex. It

requires over 70 parameters to specify an image acqui-
sition, making it tricky to use. But the users demanded
the power that implies such complexity. Every degree
of freedom has been used in operations.11

The Imaging Services system has produced a large
volume of data. By early 2005, over 70,000 images had
been returned to Earth, examples of which are shown in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Those images have been used for ev-
erything from navigating to making scientific discoveries
to communicating with the public.

Possibly the most surprising use has been for engi-
neering. On most prior missions, sensor readings alone
were used to verify operations. On MER, even where

11See [11] for details on operations use

Figure 3: Spirit looking out to Columbia Hills

Figure 4: Opportunity’s first view after landing
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such data were present, the engineering staff was not
satisfied with reaching conclusions before images were
examined. Many such engineering images are taken.

None of this would have been possible without the
current design, supporting high throughput and fine-
grained control. Imaging on the Mars Exploration
Rover project has set a standard for future missions.
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